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Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Japanese noh theater has
enjoyed a rich, continuous history dating back to the Muromachi
period (1336-1573), when virtually the entire repertoire was
written. Some of the finest plays were inspired by the eleventhcentury masterpiece of court literature, The Tale of Genji. In this
detailed study of fifteen noh plays based upon the Genji, Janet
Goff looks at how the novel was understood and appreciated by
Muromachi audiences. A work steeped in the court poetry, or
waka, tradition, the Genji in turn provided a source of
inspiration and allusion for later poets, who produced a variety
of handbooks and digests on the work as an aid in composing
poetry. Drawing on such sources from the Muromachi period,
Goff shows how playwrights reflected contemporary attitudes
toward the Genji, even as they transformed its material to suit
the demands of the noh as a theatrical form. This book includes
annotated translations of the plays, many of them appearing in
English for the first time. The translations are preceded by
essays covering the history of each play and its...
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R eviews
This is basically the finest publication i actually have go through till now. We have read and i also am confident that i
am going to likely to read through again once more in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Adell Lubowitz
The ebook is straightforward in read better to fully grasp. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this
composed e pdf. I found out this ebook from my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Pr of. Lor ine Gr imes
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